ORDER PICKER

THE PERFECT PICK
► 3000 lb. Capacity
► Lift Height up to 390 in.
► On-Board Diagnostics
► AC Drive and Lift Motors*
► 24V or 36V Electrical System
► Programmable Performance
► Rail & Wire Guidance Systems Available
* DC lift motor on 8BPUE15 model.

8BPUE15 | 8BPU15 | 8BPUH15

CLASS
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ELECTRIC MOTOR NARROW AISLE

ToyotaForklift.com

UP TO

3000 AC
LB.

MOTORS*

CAPACITY

REACH
NEW HEIGHTS
THE TOYOTA ORDER PICKER. From top to bottom, the
new Toyota Order Picker was built to deliver the goods. Have
high-reaching needs? Lift heights extending up to 390
inches and cushioned mast staging help you comfortably
reach your tallest racks. Have to navigate very narrow
aisles? Our available wire guidance and double rail guidance
options allow for excellent aisle tracking that provides
minimized rack impacts and enhanced operator confidence
in narrow and very narrow aisle workplaces.
Legendary Toyota quality comes standard on the Toyota
Order Picker so you can focus more on the work that’s
getting done and less on costly repairs and downtime.

* DC lift motor on 8BPUE15 model.
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EXPERIENCE WHAT SETS US APART

Request Your Demo Today
Visit www.toyotaforklift.com/contact-a-dealer

► FIND MORE DETAILS AT ToyotaForklift.com
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ELITE
EFFICIENCY
Let’s cut to the chase—you need a forklift that’s safe,
productive, and efficient. The Toyota Order Picker is
full of productivity-enhancing and efficiency-boosting
features that safely get you where you need to go.

► A C MOTORS - AC drive and lift motors provide
1

superior performance and energy efficiency as
well as reduced maintenance costs due to fewer
moving parts.

► F LIP-UP SIDEGATES

2

- Sidegates are raised and

lowered quickly, though there is no need to do so
between picks. The interlocking deadman pedal
controls travel and lift, maintaining operator safety
while increasing efficiency.

► 3 6V MODEL - Our 8BPUH15 model utilizes a

36V electrical system for unparalleled
performance and is perfectly suited for highthroughput applications.

► A UTOMATIC LOCKING PALLET CLAMP - The

pallet clamp locks automatically reducing operator
effort. Optional configurations can accommodate
center stringers up to 6 inches wide for optimal
pallet handling versatility.

1 DC lift motor on 8BPUE15 model.
2 Optional on 8BPUE15 model.
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Toyota’s Lift Logic option is an available productivityenhancing solution for the most demanding, highthroughput applications in the industry. The new Toyota
Order Picker comes standard with speed control at preset
heights. Lift Logic continuously monitors lift height,
allowing for optimized travel speed at various lift heights
while still maintaining safe operation.

CONFIDENCE AND PRECISION

Speaking of operating at different heights, Toyota’s new
Order Picker features proportionally controlled lift and
lower functions, allowing lift and lower speeds to be finely
adjusted for precise control of the platform. Operators can
steer confidently since the drive tire automatically returns
to center at start up. And the drive wheel direction indicator
on the dash helps to eliminate guess work and minimize
costly damage to the forklift or racking during operation.

ELEVATED HEIGHT (in.)

LOGICALLY PRODUCTIVE

SPEED (mph)
Lift Logic

Conventional

Area of Opportunity

ToyotaForklift.com
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KEEPING YOU
ON THE MOVE
COMFORTABLY AHEAD

We built the Toyota Order Picker for your operator comfort and ease-of-use,
starting with our intuitive and ergonomically designed multi-function control
handle. The proportional lift and lower controls, travel controls, and horn
button are all easily controlled directly through the handle, reducing fatigue
while enhancing operator safety and your productivity.
For added operator comfort, a bubble cushioned floor mat, low step height,
and anti-rattle mast help to reduce operator fatigue over the course of a
shift. A spring suspension system for the operator platform combined with
cushioned mast staging further boost operator confidence and productivity
by providing a safe, smooth, comfortable ride during travel and elevation
changes.

INDUSTRIES

Distribution

General
Manufacturing
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Food Storage

General
Warehousing

Retail

ACCESS: GRANTED

Servicing your Toyota Order Picker is just as simple as operating it, starting
with a no-tools-required lightweight and impact-resistant cover for ease of
removal and added durability. In emergency situations, the easily removable
cover grants quick access to the emergency lowering valve and other key
components even in narrow aisles. For routine maintenance and repairs, all
components are easily accessible within the compartment, including the
drive tire, hydraulic filter, and fuse box. Our AC motors run cool and have no
wearable parts, reducing maintenance costs and downtime.

TROUBLE-FREE TROUBLESHOOTING

On-board diagnostics make identifying issues just as effortless as repairing
them. Detailed information provided through the multi-function display
simplifies troubleshooting and helps technicians get your equipment up and
running in no time. Audible and visual indicators also alert operators when
maintenance is required so that service can be performed when needed.
Additional maintenance reminders and auto power-off features can be turned
on through the forklift’s settings and programmed to fit your specific needs.

► SEE THE VIDEO AT ToyotaForklift.com
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“ THE NAME ON MY SHIRT

SAYS TOYOTA,

BUT I WORK

FOR YOU.”
Alan – 360 Technician, Atlas Toyota Material Handling, Chicago, IL

HELP IS ALWAYS HERE WITH TOYOTA 360 SUPPORT.
The industry’s best and most comprehensive dealer
network quickly delivers Toyota Certified Technicians
to your work site. These specially trained technicians
can also help assess your warehouse and facility
needs to recommend the right equipment for the
job. And with the largest fleet of used and rental
forklifts, Toyota 360 keeps your business running
at full speed.
ToyotaForklift.com/360-Support

Some product features described herein are optional. Please
consult your dealer for specifications. Details of specifications and
equipment are based on information available at time of printing
and may change without notice.
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